Abstract.-Conductivity has been investigated on UHV deposited a-Si thick films as a function of spin concentration, Results are analysed using Mott;~ VRH theory and can be described by laws of the form o = oo exp -(To/T)
Introduction
The need of a study of conductivity as a function of spin concentration (N ) using pure enough samples to avoid contributions of impurity effects exists becaise of the dispersion of experimental results obtained on a-Si and a-Ge and of the difficulty of their description using one-phonon-assisted hopping theories (1) . Possible relations between conductivity and ESR have already been pointed out (2) (3) (4) (5) . lbweyer it appears that the temperature dependent li-newidth broadening may originate not only from a process associated with transport but also from other contributions that must be investigated. We report here a study of conductivity as a function of spin concentration and a study of the ESR longitudinal relaxation time TI, that we try to correlate to the temperature dependent ESR linewidth and to the conductivity. Experimental Thick a-Si films (0,6-1 p) are deposited in UHV under conditions that were previously described (5) . The spin concentration is varied by annealing treatments performed in UHV in the range 100-500' C, of samples deposited on unheated substrates ; the spin concentration is a decreasing function of annealing temperature TA and varies at most by a factor of 3. Aluminum contacts are deposited in another vacuum system after very short air exposure. Distance between electrodes is about 150 u. We get perfectly ohmic contacts at any measuring temperature which is determined using a calibrated silicon diode. Errors are of the order 0.1 K in the range 77-300 K and may reach 0.3 K near 40 K.
Conductivity and spin concentration One observes on fig. 1 a strong dependence of conductivity on TA (i.e. Ns) as it has already been reported. RT absolute values of conductivity are similar to those reported by Rnotek (e~aporafyy~a-Si) and Lewis (sputtered a-Si). There exist an apparent linear regime in the T representation in the range 60-150 K and deviationrtoward lower conductivities at higher temperatures. At temperatures below 60 K we observe deviations toward higher conductivities that are only slightly above possible experimental errors so that we do not consider their reality as firmly established. A characteristic feature concerns the slope of lines which obviously varies with T investigate the reality of the apparent agreement of the linear part with a 42178 regime, we use a linear regression method t y determine the value of the parameter n which gives the best fit in a log o T In representation. indicated. Shifts being of the order of the dispersion of curves it appears difficult to draw conclusions about the temperature dependence of the preexponential term.
Assuming a constant density of states at Fermi level (N ) we have used Mott's expression for and calculat d -7
both N and the localisation length a .
Even iF we adjust the phonon term of the preexponential factor to get reasonable values for NF, we obtain too large (2 orders of magnitude] a variation of N and unreasonable a values which do F not seem to describe the data. Of course, the use of T values aloneAlassuming the value of oneOterm (N or a ) , allows to F get consistent v lues for the other -?
(for instance a f g 3 A-fnd Tp = 2 x 1 0 K giveN = 4 x 1 0 eV cm ) . If we assume tffe existence of a simple proportionality relation between N and Ns, which means that only the inFensity and 
d t o t h e f a c t t h a t To n o t only depends on the value of t h e density of s t a t e s a t Fermi
Longitudinal r e l a x a t i o n time and conductivity The f u l l ESR linewidth broadening with temDerature was a t t r i b u t e d to t h e r e l a x a t i o n -associated with hopping (2). This assignment i s supported by t h e f a c t t h a t i t i s possible t h e o r e t i c a l l y t o evidence processes f o r c a r r i e r s jumps which can contribute both t o t r a n s p o r t and s p i n l i f e t i m e . For instance a theory of s p i n f l i p induced by t h e jump i t s e l f has been given by Movaghar e t a1 (4). However t h e o r i g i n of the ESR linewidth broadening with T has not been proved and one can suggest t h e possible e f f e c t of o t h e r mechanisms a s usual (independant on spins jumps) s p i n -l a t t i c e relaxation. The study of t h e temperature dependence of the longitudinal r e l a x a t i o n time T1 i s expected t o b r i n g new information on t h e mghanisms involved. I n a-Si, the presence of s h o r t T l ' s (samples with l a r g e N ) and the n a t u r e of t h e s p i n system can make the use of t h e continuous s a t u r a f i o n method d i f f i c u l t . The X band ESR lineshapes a r e always almost Lorentzian. This shows t h a t inhomogeneous contributions (e.g, g value d i s t r i b u t i o n ) must have comparatively small inf1uence.Thi.s i s no more t h e case f o r Q band l i n e s (P.A. Thomas unpublished) . Moreover a spread of T values e x i s t s as previously reported (4) . Although the presence of even a small 1 inhomogeneous contribution t o the l i n e requires i n p r i n c i p l e a more complex t r e a tment, we have analysed X band d a t a using lo-5 t h e theory of continuous s a t u r a t i o n f o r bamogeneouo l i n e s , W e do not expect t h a t t K i s approximation influences t h e temper a t u r e dependence of TI. However one can g e t , because of the spread i n T,'s some 10-8 linewidths ( t h e same 1,25 T c o r r e c t i n g f a c t o r was used t o f i t the ! I c u r~e s )~~W e think a s Gourdon e t a l . , t h a t t h e T1 aT 50 100 200 300 dependence can be a t t r i b u t e d t o a onephonon process, but i n c o n t r a s t t o these T ( K ) authors, we do not consider t h a t i t 
Conclusion.
Our data show that spin centers are directly involved in transport. This is supported by the evidence of a contribution to spin lattice relaxation rate which is proportional to dc conductivity and by the strong dependence of transport parameters on spin concentration. The analy$&s of conductivity which is well described on the range 60-150 K by Ln o a (T /T) where To is spin concentration dependent, encounters serious difficulpies if one uses the preexponential term given by Mott's VRH theory.
